
Could $100 Oil Prices Be In The Cards? 

Summary Outlook 

With the world entering a post-pandemic environment and the global economy proceeding to opening 

back up fully, there are several secular trends and market dynamics that make the case for higher oil prices 

over the next 12-36 months.  The demand destruction in 2020 caused by the pandemic has reloaded the 

global economy with pent up demand in 2021 and provides a strong outlook for oil demand/recovery over 

the near-term.  While oil’s demand destruction was quick and swift in 2020, the negative impact on the 

oil supply side was much slower and will continue to unfold into the foreseeable future.   

The hardest hit globally was the United States, specifically the shale oil and gas exploration and production 

companies, which have slashed capital budgets for producing new oil supplies and continue to maintain 

minimal budgets moving forward.  Couple this with the major push to reduce global carbon emissions by 

focusing on renewables and away from fossil fuels is a new market dynamic that will have to be priced in 

for oil prices moving forward.  The impact from the pandemic on United States shale companies, current 

political environment, and push for lowering carbon emissions have left the majority these companies risk 

adverse and will likely drag on new oil supplies over the next 12-36 months.   

With global demand pent up and now being unlocked paired with a battered United States exploration 

and production sector facing global headwinds for reducing carbon emissions, the price risks seem skewed 

to the upside with perhaps $100 in the cards.  

Post-Pandemic Demand 

The pandemic’s impact on global oil demand was dramatic in 2020.  In 2019, global demand for crude oil 

peaked at over 100 million barrels of oil per day, a new record.  In 2020, COVID-19 pandemic put a major 

dent in global crude oil demand, specifically from the transportation sector.  The U.S. Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) estimates that the world consumed 92.2 million barrels per day of petroleum and 

other liquid fuels in 2020, a 9% decline from the previous year and the largest decline in EIA's series dating 

back to 1980. 

Couple the damage done by the 2020 pandemic with the global effort to cut emissions significantly over 

the next several decades, some analysts and market participants have left oil’s future for dead.  However, 

not everyone agrees.  In fact, the International Energy Agency (IEA) believes not only will oil demand 

recover to pre-pandemic levels but also wouldn’t be surprised to see the previous record to be broken.  

In July of 2020 Executive Director Fatih Birol said the following: “If oil demand goes back to 100 million 

b/d I would not be surprised, and under a strong recovery, I would not be surprised if it went higher than 

that.” 

The IEA isn’t the only large think tank to believe that not only will oil demand recover post pandemic but 

will exceed the previous record for global oil demand per barrel per a day.  Platts, another well respected 

player in the energy space, sees global oil demand per barrel a day exceeding 100 million barrels by the 

end of 2021 if the world should make a fast and sustained recovery.  Clearly, we are witnessing that now 

given the global economic data as the we return to normalcy with pent-up demand bringing worries of 

inflation across all commodities with oil leading the way. 
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The two industries set to lead an oil demand recovery post-pandemic are the airlines and petrochemical 

companies.  For the airlines, the main storyline in 2020 was the global lockdown and impact it had on air 

travel. Two-thirds of oil consumption is accounted for by transport. Of the three main transport fuels, jet 

fuel was the most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, given the collapse in air travel (see chart below).  

However, as we head into a post-pandemic world, airline travel is already picking up at a swift pace.  

According to a report from the Energy Department that stated, “the growing number of commercial airline 

travelers is starting to lift jet fuel demand ahead of the peak summer travel season”.   

The Energy Department went on to say, "In recent weeks, the number of air travel passengers has 

increased in the United States, which may indicate a corresponding near-term increase in jet fuel 

demand."  Clearly there in pent up demand for air travel from both business and recreational passengers 

as COVID-19 retreats thanks to the global scientists’ efforts to push out a vaccine that is unlocking travel 

and driving a recovery for jet fuel. 

Weakness in Oil Consumption Driven By Collapse in Air Travel 

 

In regards to the petrochemical sector, the global economic recovery is set to bolster demand for its 

products as 96% of all manufactured goods are directly touched by the business of chemistry according 

to the American Chemistry Council, noting that chemicals support industries such as medical equipment 

and supplies, food packaging, computers and electronics, automotive, and construction.  OPEC in its World 

Oil Outlook in October 2020 said “it expects oil demand from the petrochemical sector growing by 3.7 

million barrels per day (bpd) between 2019 and 2045 and sees it as being the single-largest demand driver 

of oil demand growth. In the United States, large capacity additions and cheap domestic feedstock will 

incentivize petrochemicals demand growth between 2019 and 2025.”  Although the pandemic may have 

reshaped oil demand lower for some industries going forward, it has also reshaped oil demand higher for 

other industries such as petrochemicals that will in the oil demand recovery.  
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In short, a quick and sustained economic recovery globally will likely send global oil demand to pre-

pandemic levels.  If so, the supply side of global oil will come under stress that should continue to bolster 

global oil prices, which we will discuss next. 

Post Pandemic Supply 

In 2020, West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude prices averaged $39.16 per barrel.  While demand 

destruction was swift in 2020 from the global pandemic, supply destruction gained momentum as 

exploration budgets were slashed as a reaction to the pandemic, which is now having a lagging impact for 

global oil supplies for years to come.  More specifically, the United States Permian Basis that was the focal 

point for the United States oil production growth, continues to recover slowly even as we enter a post-

pandemic world with Permian Basin rig counts near its lowest levels in the past decade (chart below). 

Permian Basin Rig Counts 

     

In January 2020, the IEA forecasted oil production growth to accelerate to 1.2 mb/d (estimated production 

was 101 mb/d for 2020). This was expected to be supported partly by prices remaining relatively subdued, 

higher global GDP growth than last year and progress in settling trade disputes between China and the 

U.S. But this forecast was turned upside down by April 2020 when the IEA had estimated a 10% contraction 

in crude oil production on the back of a demand slump as the number of Covid-19 cases spread. The IEA 
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has estimated that global capital expenditure by exploration and production companies in 2020 dropped 

over 32% versus 2019 to $335 billion, the lowest level for 13 years. 

As of now, OPEC+ has additional oil production per day of roughly 5.5 million barrels per day.  This cushion 

should reduce the risk of a “Super Cycle” for global oil prices that occurred in 2008 when demand was 

outstripping supplies considerably and oil prices spiked to near $150 per barrel.  However, if global 

demand for oil nears pre-pandemic levels per day, the OPEC+ margin of additional available barrels to 

supply the global market will tighten and should lead to support for oil prices moving higher over the next 

12-36 months.   

Lastly, prior to the pandemic, United States shale production was the swing factor for additional barrels 

for the global market.  Post pandemic, the United States is no longer the swing producer as capital 

expenditures budgets have been slashed by the major American oil and gas exploration and production 

companies.  Not only have budgets been slashed going forward, the push for cutting carbon emissions has 

made the United States majorly risk adverse to increase oil and gas exploration budgets, which is the topic 

of our next discussion.  

New Caveat Impacting Global Oil Supplies 

There is a new component to requiring higher oil prices to boost global oil supplies.  Pre-pandemic, higher 

prices were needed to have oil and gas exploration and production capital expenditures.  Post-pandemic, 

higher oil prices are needed to not only spur on oil production but now to offset the costs to the 

commitment of significantly reducing global carbon emissions.   On June 16th, David Tawil, president of 

Maglan Capital, told Fox Business that “supply from the oil supermajors could be also coming off, due to 

shareholder and environmental pressure. In the United States, the Environmental, Social, and Governance 

(ESG) concerns, as well as the U.S. Administration’s push toward renewables and away from fossil fuels, 

would also contribute to lower supply and lead to a supply crunch in coming years.” 

“There is a chance for $100 oil”, Jeremy Weir, chief executive officer at commodity trader Trafigura, told 

the FT Commodities Global Summit in June.  He went on to say "you need higher prices to incentivize and 

maybe to build on the cost of carbon in the future as well. You also need to attract capital in the business," 

Weir told the online debate. 

In our opinion, the push to reduce global carbon emissions by focusing on renewables and away from 

fossil fuels will be a new component for supporting higher oil prices that the markets will need to price in.  

That said, we believe the markets have not come close to fully pricing in this transition to renewables for 

the global oil markets and expect this new dynamic to grow in importance and impact for supporting oil 

prices going forward. 

$100 Oil Over the Near-Term Becoming a Possibility 

In conclusion, $100 oil prices are now becoming more accepted by energy analysts and market 

participants moving forward.  With vaccines unlocking lockdowns and the world’s major economies 

coming back online at a rapid pace led by the United States, global demand for oil has recovered swiftly.  

Global oil supplies path to recovery have a slower narrative as the United States shale producers continue 

to balk at upping capital expenditures for new oil production.  And, with the current political environment, 

are less incentivized to take on new risks as the call for lowering global carbon emissions picks up steam. 
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As a result, calls for $100 oil prices are now making today’s news cycles.  David Tawil on Fox Business went 

on to say, “Incredible demand,” inflation, and shareholder pressure on oil supermajors to drastically cut 

emissions could lead to an oil crisis within three years, with very high oil and gasoline prices”.  He went 

on to say, “prices could hit $100 per barrel soon.” 

The world’s largest independent commodity traders are also bullish on oil and are not ruling out $100 oil. 

“Although oil may not be headed to a new super cycle, prices still have room to rise from current levels 

because of a strong demand rebound and expected tightness in supply” said top executives at Trafigura, 

Vitol, and Glencore at the FT Commodities Global Summit in June.  Russell Hardy, CEO at the world's 

biggest independent oil trader Vitol, also said that $100 per barrel oil is "of course a possibility”. 

Offsetting some of this bullishness for oil prices is OPEC+. Currently, OPEC+ has additional oil production 

per day of roughly 5.5 million barrels per day.  This cushion should reduce the risk of a “Super Cycle” for 

global oil prices that occurred in 2008 when demand was outstripping supplies considerably and oil prices 

spiked to near $150 per barrel.   

In addition, OPEC+ seems to be unraveling over the near-term.  Until recently, OPEC+ set a well-structured 

supply levels that the global oil markets operated with high visibility and transparency mainly driven by 

the global pandemic.  However, in early July at the OPEC+ meeting, participants failed to reach an 

agreement on oil production going forward.  The discord amongst members could set the stage for 

member countries to decide to release crude oil supplies independently.  This perhaps sets the stage for 

new supplies coming to market faster than anticipated and at the very least dims visibility leading to 

increased oil price volatility heading into the second half of 2021.    

$100 oil prices maybe in the cards over the next 12-36 months but certainly not a stacked deck for it to 

happen. Even if oil prices don’t reach $100 over the near-term, support for higher prices from current 

levels is the most likely scenario driven by a rapid global economic recovery.  And now with the OPEC+ 

discord casting clouds over the state of future global supplies coming to market, increased oil price 

volatility might be a better bet than $100 oil prices moving forward.   
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